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SYMMETRY AND COULOMB CORRECTIONS IN
LIGHT NUCLEAR SYSTEMS
Hubert Zankel*
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California
LOS
Ahmos,
NM 87545
ABSTRACT
An approximation which describes the Coulomb-nuclear interference in a two-body manner is used to calculate i) vector analyzing
powers in elastic p-d scattering and ii) phase shifts for p-a scattering. Comparison with experiments Indicate that a good deal of the
observed differences in charge symmetric three- and five-nucleon
reactions can be covered by Coulomb interference effects. calculations for the four-nucleon system confirm this observation. It appears to be questionable that nuclear charge asymmetry has to be
Invoked to explain current experiments.
INTRODUCTION
Polarization experiments have become increasingly important in
the study of syuanetries. Parity snd time reversal Invariance are the
primary subjects of current Investigation, but isospi.nconservation,
or more precisely, charge symmetry of the nuclear interaction is
also being questioned. In wb~t follows we concentrate on charge symmetry and consider the three, four, and five-nucleon systems as test
cases. In each of these three light nuclear systems there are polarization experiments for charge symmetric reactionsl-3 avqilable which
have been subject for speculation about a possible breaking of charge
syuunetry. The differences in most of the nucleon analyzing powers
measured in charge symmetric reactionfiare sizable and cannot be explained by pure Coulomb corrections with no account of interference.
Consequently, one might be tempted to ussign these differences to a
real deviation from nuclear charge gymmetry. At the moment, however.
such A conclusion seems to be prem,it~:re,
since no attempt has been
made to calculate the Coulomb nuclear interference effect (CI) on
polarization observable exactly.
To circumvent the troubies with the CI, experiments have been
performed at energies where the CI ●ffect is expected to be negligible, but again this is an assumption which has to be justified by
an exact calculation. These ●
xperimental do not indicate a sub-.
atantial d~viation from charge oymmetry. Nevertheless, we cannot
conclude that no charge ●symmetry is present ●t these energies where
significant differences in charge symnetric reactions have been
found. It might still take ● while before ●xact calculations of the
CI will be at hand. Therefore, ● n approxlmat,!treatment of the CI
is desirable to obtain at least ● n estimate on the order of the
magnitude of the ●ffect.
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Approximate Coulomb corrections have been applied in the four
and five-nucleon system, but none in the three-nucleon system. Both
the resonating group app;o~ch of Hofmann and Zahn 5 and the R-matrix
method of Dodder et al. ~ suggest that most of the difference in
charge symmetric reactions can be covered by CI effects. We should,
however, keep in mind that i) not all available experimental data
have been analyzed and ii) the Coulomb problem has not been treated
exactiy. The subsequent discussion on charge symmetry and Coulomb
effects should be understood within these constraints.
As mentioned before no calculation has been performed with takes
into account the CI on three-nucleon polarization observable. We
now fill this gap and present results for p-d vector analyzing
powers which include the CI effect in an approximate way 8. See sec-tion II. The method essentially treats the Coulomb force as a twobody problem, but takes into account the finite charge distribution
of the composite particle. To test our approximation in higher nuclear systems, which in fact is more favorable for our two-body
treatment than the three-nucleon scattering system with its 100sly
bound deuteron, we have also calculated C? effects in the five-body
system and compare it to the R-matrix results. See section III. In
section IV we briefly discuss the status in the four-nucleon system
and summarize the results.
THREE-NUCLEON SYSTEM
Unfortunately the elastic scattering data for mirror reactions
at the same energy arb very sparse. Nucleonlanalyzing powers have
been measured at 12 9 and lately at 14 MeV
. The first mentioned
experiments show only minor differences for the mirrior reaccio,ls
2+
H(p,p)2H aml 2H(~,n)2H, whereas the 14 MeV data show measurable
differences. More measurements with comparable precision at various
energies are nece.:ary to read off a clea: trend. On the theoretical
side, not being able to include the Coulomb force exactly, we should
try to obtain at least an estimate on the magnitude of the CI effect.
For this purpose we make use of a quasi two-body method 10 which has
been derived from the three-body momentum Faddeev equation. The differential cross sections obtained with this approximation are in some
qualitative agreement with those obtained from a Faddeev calculation
which takes into account the Coulomb force exactly in flr6t order.
Extending this approximation scheme to cou led states by utilizing
methods developed for the two-body system !1,12 we are able to applv
two-body Coulomb corrections to the amplitudes, which involve onshell quantities only. 8
If we restrict our investigation to vector analyzin} powers
we can find an even simpler way to calculate the influence of the
CI. Since thr nucleon analyzing power at lower energles(C15 MeV)
sensitive to the spin transition in the three-nucleon
:!V;::;]!3 ~ecan-a,
af~r~tmtep - drop coupling into states other
than P-waves. In o second step we include other couplings but in
general we persue the philosophy to allow one coupling in each J’”
state only. This enables us to express the scattering matrix 111the

Stapp parametrization (no generalization of the Stapp parametrization for 3 x 3 matrices is known to date). Now we can carry over
the two-body methods and calculate Coulomb corrections to the nuclear
bar phase parameters.
The simple recipe to obtain the two-body CI correction~ to the
phase parameters is given by
sin2~(2)(p)

q(2)

(P) = %(2)(p)~:;2)(pJ

+

2PC0527 s (P)

- “pvi(2)(p)

and
:T(p) =

d1(P)+ti2(P)
w’(p)+
2

1
2pcos2a(p)

[sin.= (p)+sin~(p)+~(p))

11
(1)

and in a similar way for the other mixink parameters ~ and ~. 1 and
are t~;p~I
2 designate the states wkich are retied. $T and~(~,~)
corrections to the strong phase parameters ~ and =s(797).
and V’ reflect the influence of the finite charge distribution of
the deuteron. Vt fs the difference of the full electromagnetic potential of the deuteron and the point-like Coulomb potential. The
angular momentum dependent &(p) is given by

tif(p). $

‘x2dx
—
f]~1-x2

dYP1(Y)f{F2(l+x-2xY))
(2)
-1

l+x2-2xy

where y is the Coulomb parameter and f(q2) is the form factor for
the (spherical) charge distribution. For reasons of simplicity we
employ here the same S-wave Yamaguchi form factor as being used in
Ref. 10.
If we now tale phase parameters of a model n-d calculation which
uses a realictic nucleon nucleon interactim (we would certianly prefer to take the phase parameters of a n-d ?hase shift analysis, but
to our knowledge no reliable analysis has beer,performed yet) like,
e.g., the parameters given by Stolk and Tjonl+ we can calculate the
Coulomb corrections of Eq. (1). Expressing the polarization obaervables in terms of scattering matrix elenwnts once with and once
without CI corrections we obtain the results for the vector analyzing powers as disL,.layed
in Figs. 1 and 2. At lower energy (5,5 MeV)
the CI eifect almost halves
but enhances iTll by approximately
one third. The influence of? ;e pure Coulmb contributio~ican be
neglerced e~erywhere.except in rhe forward direction. At 14,1 MeV
the ‘JIis ~lready much smaller, but still of measurable amount in
A.
The opposite trend In the CI for ~ and IT]) still persists. We
a{ould mention that the n-d curves do not exactly coincide with the
curves given by Stolk and Tjon. This car he understood since it
has been shown before13 that neglecting certain ..!oupling
produces
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Fig. 1. Vector analyzing powers ~ and iTll for elastic n-d and p-d
scattering at ELab - 5.5 MeV for the incident nucleon.
a small deviation from the final result.
It is interesting to note that the 14 MeV experiments(I’ig.3)
display the same trend in $. Even the magnitude happens to be close
to our prediction. We might therefore conclude that the two-body Ci
effect reaches an order of magnitude whi:h would suffice to explain
the current differences in Ay. Howl!ver,we should remember that i)
the experiments at 12 MeV 9 do nat Ehow rn~asurabledifferences in ~
which seems to be in disagreement with the 14 MeV data and ii) our
treatment of the CI is an approximation to be tested by future exact
calculations. It might occur that the three-body feature of the Cl
would pet back our two-body CI to acchieve agreement with the 12 MeV
experiment, In the event, which cannot be excluded from the very be-
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Fig, 2. Same as Fig. 1, but ELab - 14.1 MeV.
ginning, that the exact CI predicts ~ to be bigger for p-d than for
n-d we would then be back to invoking nuclear charge asymmetry to
e~plain differences with experiment. On the other hand, taking the
~mall ch~rge asymmetry(~80 keV) ‘5 found in the three-nucleon bound
states as a scale for the scattering problem one might have doubts
shout the observability of this effect.
Finally we should be aware that, as our Cl correction tends to
suppress the nu’leon analyzing power, it does nut help to resolve
the puzzling pro>lem of model n-d calculations, namely why calculations using ‘Irealiqtict’
nucleon-nucleon potentials consistently predict significantly lower Ay when compared with p-d data.14~16*17
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Fig. 3. Solid line is a fit to the n-d data and dashed line to the
p-d data.
FIVE NUCLEON SYSTEM
Numerous experimental data are available for botb,elastic p-a
and n-a scattering. The phase shiftc6~’8 seem to be rather well established up to 20 MeV displaying partly large differences for the
mirror reactions. Dodder et al. have demonstrated with their Rmatrix calculation that these differences can be produced to a large
extent by CI effects. Extending our quasi two-body method to the
iive-nucleon system provides us with a further test of its applicability. In addition, comparing it with the CI approxtiation as applied in the R-matrix talc’llation(essentially the CI is incorporated
through i) matching of the internal wave function to the Coulomb wave
at a certain radius and ii) an “internal” correction which represents
a crude approximation of the few-body aspects of the CI) should tell
us how close the CI comes to being a two-body effect.
We adapt Eqs. (1) and (2) fo- the five-nucleon system by using
an appro rf.ate● .mo form factor for the charge distribution of the Q
particleY.
‘ which again affects
&l(p)
and V’(p) only, Then we take
the n-a phaaes from the.R-matrix method (t#e “R-matrix phases” are
in reasonable agreement with those of Ref, 18), calculate p-a phases,
and compare them with the R-matrix results (Figs. 4 & 5). The overall Agreement of the two approximations is striking. This merely confirms that the (X in the p-a elastic scattering is almost a two-body
effect. We have left out the resonant F3/2 wave where the agreement
i~ poor. But thio was to be expected from the very beginning sxuce
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oux approxtiation does not handle (strong) resonances properly.20
SUMMARY
boking at the elastic scattering of neutron and protons on deuterona respectively a particles we have found that the two-body type
CI effect is of an order of magnitude big enough to explain roughly
the observed differences
In mirror reactions. Nucleon analyzing
powers calculated b; Hofmam and Zahn f$r the four-nucleon charge
symmetric reaction H(d,fi)3Heand 2H(d,p)3He show the same trend.
We should, however, note that a new measurement of the latter reaction2] seems to indicate that the experimental situation ia not yet
fully settled. Recoil corrected cont~nuum shell model calculations
by Philpott and Halderson22 and R-n.atrixcalculations’ applied to
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Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4.
Jifferent four-nucleon reactions seem to underline the relative importance of CI effects.
Although there is some strong evidence that CI effects must not
be neglected, particularly at lower energies, one should be careful
in drawing conclusions about the actual need of nuclear charge asymmetry. Still too many unknowns are involved which, on the other hand,
could be reduced drastically if more accurate data of mirror reactions
at &he same energy and an exact treatment of the CI were available.
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